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Moms generally appreciate some loving assistance, wisdom, and support—ll find in this beautiful
package.s what they’and that’ Utilize them like tarot to reveal a message or to receive
motivation and insight for your lifelong journey. A full-color reserve accompanies an illustrated
deck of 52 cards offering archetypes of empowered motherhood arranged into four matches:
Nature Mother, Animal Mother, Ancestral Mother, and Divine Mother.
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This deck and book are for all those, for we are all mothers! That said, the images have a
tendency to become the most shifting for me personally when they focus on the mother/child
romantic relationship.--this beautifully written and illustrated deck and book are refreshingly
unique. All moms need this! It really is user-friendly, offering rubber-hits-the-road practical
assistance for being in choice and power with the issues of the time. It is titled, The Mother's
Wisdom Deck, but I am a middle aged, single man with no children. However it has swiftly
become my counsel of choice for guidance in my daily journey. In this respect, I'll gift it to every
mother of young children I understand.. I learned even more about the essence of abundance
than I've read anywhere else on the topic. The reading honors the struggle a mother can
sometimes engage with feeling inadequate, a feeling of scarcity, guilt and self-reproach. Then it
invites me into getting aware of counting my inner property and the ability to love. You will not
be disappointed." It is not about me seeking and trying to improve my abundance, because I am
already rich with much to give. :) Perfect for mother and children." Even without a kid tugging on
my pant leg, I read and apply these insights of encouragement to be mindful of my mental
chatter of fear and lack. Out of this reading, I place myself to practice throughout the day at
every possibility to offer my "attention, support, goodwill, like. The art is indeed beautiful and the
actual fact it came with a beautiful in depth book was just another added plus. I am giving birth
to, rearing, and nurturing myself and my communities of friends, coworkers, and encounters of
every description in the moments of today. Ultimately it's a nice take on a motherhood oracle
deck, nonetheless it doesn't quite fill up the void for me personally. The book is fantastic - very
detailed - but I would have preferred a small box that in shape the deck as you stack for long-
term storage space.Today, I pulled the Lakshmi-Abundance cards. At the same time, I will give it
to fathers, parents of teens and adults, grandparents, and folks who may one day become
parents. And yes, people like me, who'll under no circumstances be parents, will see wealthy
counsel and encouragement in this universal tool for living consciously. For all the mothers out
there, or those who are searching for a motherly energy to steer them, look no further. Good
however, not perfect There aren't many decks away there which have a focus on motherhood, so
I was extremely interested to see this deck. This reserve and deck provide me with assistance
for daily practice with awakening my center and the hearts of others.Most of the images are
thus beautiful that they bring tears to my eye. While I have used a number of divination decks
over many years--Tarot, animal wisdom, various medication decks, angel cards, I Ching, runes,
etc. A Mother's Warm & I really was looking for something more overt out of this deck.
Sometimes I don't experience a link with motherhood in the picture at all, and also have to bust
out the book to get what's going on - and even then your connection still feels very subtle and
tenuous.I cannot stand the packaging, which splits the card into two halves to fit in the book.The
book and cards are created and illustrated by three women who've young children, and it is
presented in reference to that context. Great tool for reflection I am not necessarily into oracle
decks or tarot cards in general, but I am really enjoying this deck! I am so motivated each time I
pull from it (using it simply for me right now--no children of my very own yet! This deck makes a
great companion for just about any mother's daily or every week prayer, meditation, or reflection
period.) and feel truly, cosmically cared for. Pure. I've by no means been into tarot or card
reading, until becoming in my 3rd pregnancy I wanted to get in touch with my spiritual aspect
since it's been one of my main focuses recently. I wanted a method for me for connecting with
my developing fetus, along with my two daughters, spiritually, and use Spirit as guidance. and
beautifully written publication that accompanies it Gorgeous deck, and beautifully written book
that accompanies it. I love this deck.. Weary of the Abundance magical thinking chatter of the



past 10 years, I was curious to observe how the authors would present on this topic.I'll be setting
it up for all of my mother & shortly to be mom close friends. Many of the cards are very subtle in
how they relate to motherhood; Gentle Touch A childlike and enchanting deck, vibrantly colored
and lovingly completed. Each card corresponds to a two-web page section in the accompanying
reserve, comes with an empowering message for mothers with a lovely story and suggestions
for reflecting on how to be the best mother (and person) you may be. This would make a
wonderful gift for someone special in your life who has just announced her being pregnant! This
deck is normally such a great reminder of the like and support that's always there for all of us
and I deeply value its supportive maternal presence. I could freely give my "interest, support,
goodwill, love. Love these cards. As an intuitive mom to completely different children, I love
bringing these out when I could speak to there little internal beings. They enjoy searching at the
cards and intuitively producing sense of them. Great idea for a deck. Love this deck Love this
deck!" I recognize that we are all mothers in this respect. Would recommend. While a mom may
not be in a position to provide "fancy clothes, violin lessons, or personal schools," the children
can be rich with the gift of my presence, that i can only give when I identify my "personal
plentitude. For moms or those seeking for motherly guidance This deck has this amazing
energy! I am in deep gratitude to these three moms for authoring and drawing these amazing
home windows into how I could live fully in the occasions of relating to myself and others. Five
Stars This set is beautiful and inspiring. I’m enjoying this deck quite definitely! Five Stars Filled
with wisdom! Using a single cards or among the illustrated spreads, I am given amazing insight
and encouragement. Beautiful This set was gifted if you ask me from a dear friend. I am
absolutely in love with it! The imagery is beautiful and messages speak to me! So pleased to
very own this set! I really like it Extremely simple to use, gives you very clear answers. This led
me to this valuable deck, which not merely brought me back to my Higher Personal, but also
helped me utilize parts of me I was neglecting (faith, peace, creativity) since I am one tired
mama lately. I do wish however, the book was obtainable in kindle format as well <3 Five Stars
This deck was recommended by a pal. love this concept Very insightful!
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